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In the framework of Langlands program, we offer a unified description of the integer and fractional
quantum Hall effect as well as the fractal nature of energy spectra of 2d Bloch electrons. We
categorify topological invariants on the Brillouin Zone and address the several dualities in a coherent
manner where analogs of the classical Fourier transform provide an essential crux of the matter.
Based on the Langlands philosophy, we elucidate the duality of topological computation and that
of Ising models in the same context.
Introduction: Duality is ubiquitous in mod-
ern physics. It provides a succinct descrip-
tion of key connections among apparently dif-
ferent phenomena and unveil a series of titil-
lating stories. They are often referred to elec-
tric/magnetic duality, strong/weak duality or
high/low duality. These dualities are closely
linked in a ”duality web”, yet formal model-
ing has been illusive, thereby it will be natural
to seek for an underling theoretical framework.
Langlands program [1] is a mathematical co-
herent conjecture that offers a compelling and
captivating story to connect a wide variety of
mathematical concepts in terms of duality [2–
6]. It is also related to high energy physics [7–
9]. We aim at applying it to topological physics,
which leads to enhance our knowledge on the
”duality web”. Topological invariance is a cen-
tral concept in modern physics. Especially the
quantum Hall effect [10–13] has led to a num-
ber of both theoretical and experimental studies
of the problem. In this article we exploits the
Langlands program to offer an unified descrip-
tion of 2d integer and fractional quantum Hall
effect (IQHE and FQHE). Consequently it elic-
its a part of uncanny insights into various car-
dinal principles of physics and also sheds light
on salutary applications of topological physics
(e.g. topological quantum computation). Tra-
ditionally the IQHE σxy =
e2
h n (n ∈ Z) has
been explained by the Kubo formula [14–17] and
the Anderson localization model [18, 19]. The
FQHE has been explained by the Laughlin the-
ory [20] and composite particle models [21–23].
Geometric Langlands Correspondence:
Let T 2BZ be the 2d toric Brillouin Zone. We
denote by Cm
T 2
BZ
= T 2BZ × Cm the constant
sheaf whose fibre is Cm. A sheaf L of CT 2
BZ
-
module is called a rank m local system if ev-
ery point p ∈ T 2BZ has an open neighbor U
on which L|U is isomorphic to CmT 2
BZ
. For any
p ∈ T 2BZ, the category Loc(T 2BZ) of local sys-
tems and the category Rep(pi1(T
2
BZ , p)) of finite
dimensional representations of pi1(T
2
BZ , p) are
equivalent. Such a functor ρ is given as follows.
Let [γ] ∈ pi1(T 2BZ , p) be a loop. Parallel trans-
lation of sections along γ defines a monodromy
representation ρ(L, p) : pi1(T 2BZ , p)→ GLm(C).
A functor defined by the monodromy represen-
tation gives an equivalence of categories
ρ : Loc(T 2BZ)→ Rep(pi1(T 2BZ , p)) (1)
Moreover the category Conn(T 2BZ) of integrable
connections on T 2BZ is equivalent to Loc(T
2
BZ).
Let E = (E ,∇) be a rank m integrable connec-
tion on T 2BZ . For a given E , horizontal sections
form the subsheaf E∇ = {A ∈ E : ∇A = 0}.
Then the functor
E : Conn(T 2BZ)→ Loc(T 2BZ)
E 7→ E∇ (2)
yields an equivalence of categories. Let G =
GLm(C) and Bunm(T
2
BZ) be the moduli stack
of rank m bundles on T 2BZ . The n-th Hecke
correspondence Hn is the moduli space of
(M,M′, p), where sections of M′ ∈ Bunm
are that of M ∈ Bunm having a pole of
2order n at x. Let h→(M,M′, p) = M′,
h←(M,M′, p) = M and supp(M,M′, p) = p.
The fiber (h→)−1(M′) of Hn,p = supp−1(p)
is isomorphic to the Grassmannian Gr(n,m).
The geometric Langlands conjecture says that
to E we can associate a D-module FE on Bunm,
which is a Hecke eigensheaf of a given E . For
simplicity we wonsider G = GL1(C) or its com-
pactification Gc = U(1). Then Bun1 is the Pi-
card variety
Pic =
⊔
d=0
Picd
Picd =
{
L ∈ Pic : d =
∫
T 2
BZ
c1(L)
}
.
(3)
A rank 1 local system Loc1 is a pair E = (L,∇)
of a holomorphic line bundle and a flat connec-
tion. There is a natural map sending E to L ∈
Pic0. Laumon [4] and Rothstein [24] established
the geometric Langlands correspondence by ap-
plying the Fourier-Mukai transformation [25]:
Loc1 is transfered to Pic0. In this case h
→∗(F)
is the Hecke modification of a D-module F . The
operation h→ : T 2BZ × Pic → Pic maps a holo-
morphic line bundle L as (p,L) → L′ = L(p),
by which c1(L′) = c1(L) + 1.
Integer Quantum Hall Effect: To continue
where we left off [26] we consider the 2d IQHE,
which can be explained by holomorphic line
bundles on T 2BZ . We aim at establishing the
statement below.
Claim 1. Plateaus of the quantum Hall effect
are the Hecke eigensheaves and quantized Hall
conductance is due to the Hecke translation h→
acting on line bundles.
Sketch of Proof. The local system is precisely
given by the Berry connection [27] and a repre-
sentation of pi1(T
2
BZ) is given by the Berry phase
γn[C] =
∮
C dR〈n,R|∇|n,R〉, where the state|n,R〉 is adiabatically translated along a closed
path C. The plateaus are exactly formed by the
wave functions which localize around impurities
in the system, called the Anderson localization
[18], and such localized wave functions do not
carry Hall conductance. Hence the associated
gauge connections are flat, which corresponds
to Hecke eigensheaves. On the other hand,
the quantization σxy =
e2
h n (n ∈ Z) of Hall
conductance is given by the first Chern num-
ber
∫
T 2
BZ
c1(L) of a line bundle L, according to
the TKNN formula [17]. Moreover
∫
T 2
BZ
c1(L)
corresponds to the order of a pole (vortex)
in T 2BZ [28]. The operator h
→ acts on L as
c1(h
→(L)) = c1(L) + 1. This is why the Hall
conductance experience quantum jump.
For a generic Lie group G, its Langlands dual
group LG is uniquely determined and the ge-
ometric Langlands conjecture expects that for
a LG-local system E on T 2BZ , there exists a
corresponding Hecke eigensheaf FE on BunG.
Note if G = GLm, then the dual is isomorphic
to LG = GLm. The geometric Langlands for
G = GLm is proved in [2, 6]. The IQHE or type
A topological insulators are generically classi-
fied by Gr(n,m) [29], which is consistent with
the classification of the Hecke correspondence.
The tight-binding Hamiltonian of the IQHE
in fractional magnetic flux φ = a/b can
be written by the quantum group Uq(sl2),
where q = e2piia/b with coprime integers a, b
[30]. The strong/weak duality (φ, Uq(sl2)) ↔
(1/φ, ULq(sl2)) can explain the fractal energy
spectra, called the Hofstadter problem [31–34].
Here ULq(sl2) is the Langlands dual quantum
group. There is a relation νL = φνB between
the tight-binding band filling factor νB = tφ+s
with s, t ∈ Z and the Landau level filling fac-
tor νL = t(1/φ) + s. Hence The strong/weak
duality is (s, t) ↔ (t, s). The Widom-Streˇda
formula σxy = − e2h ∂νB∂φ gives (φ, σxy = − e
2
h t)
and (1/φ, σxy = − e2h s). More precisely, the
strong/weak duality is a duality between mo-
mentum space in the flux φ to the real space in
1/φ. In this sense, the duality is also based on
a picture of the Fourier transformation.
Fractional Quantum Hall Effect: Let G =
SL2(C),
LG = PSL2(C) and consider their Lie
algebras g ≃ Lg ≃ sl2. The geometric Lang-
lands correspondence is related to the WZW
3models as follows [35, 36]:
LG-local system↔Hecke eigensheaf on BunGx x
WZWkˆ(sl2) ↔ WZWk(sl2)
The Liouville parameter b is related to WZW
models [37, 38] by
kˆ + 2 =
1
k + 2
= b2. (4)
Vafa relates b2 to ν based on M-theory and the
G Chern-Simons theory [39]. In our notation it
is b2 = 1/ν. The Chern-Simons theory is sym-
metric under b→ 1/b, which is the modular du-
ality of the Liouville theory [40] and S-duality
of the SL2(R) Chern-Simons theory [41]. Back
to the WZW models and consider vertex op-
erators Vα(z) = e
iαφ(z) of a scaler field φ in
CFT2. The Langlands duality is often referred
to the electric/magnetic (or charge/vortex) du-
ality [7]. Indeed physicists constructed Lang-
lands dual groups of Lie groups in the context
of electric/magnetic duality [42]. We rephrase
it as the correspondence between the ”electric”
vertex and ”magnetic” vertex [35, 43]:
Electric vertex ↔ Magnetic vertex
Vα+(z)V α+(z)↔ Vα−(z)V α−(z)
If we defined α+ =
√
p/q, α− = −
√
q/p
with coprimes p, q, the FQHE filling factor ν
is identified with α+ = 1/
√
ν. We may write
ν = Ne/Nφ as the ratio of electrons Ne to
that of magnetic fluxes Nφ. The standard
composite particle pictures associate anyon ex-
citation modes with vortexes, which are ac-
companied with the statistical gauge connec-
tions [21, 23, 44]. For example, composite bo-
son fields Φ(z) z = (z1, · · · , zn) obeying the
Shro¨dinger equation HΦ(z) = EΦ(z) gener-
ates a D-module. Picking up vorticity would
be the Hecke transformation. In this way, the
charge/vortex duality plays a fundamental role
for the FQHE and gives us a clear analogue of
the arguments by [7].
Langlands program also sheds light on knot
theory. We investigate it in terms of the FQHE.
First of all, anyons with charge ν carry the
fractional Hall conductance σxy ∝ 1/ν and ex-
changes of their positions in the 2d system gen-
erate the braid group [45]. The KZ-equation
[46], which is the differential equation of the vac-
uum expectation value of primary fields in the
WZW model, is the corresponding integrable
system. Let Confn be the configuration space
of different n points in C:
Confn = {(z1, · · · , zn) ∈ Cn : zi 6= zj ∀i 6= j}.
Let {ei}3i=1 be the basis of sl2(C) and V be
a representation space of sl2(C). Define τij ∈
V ⊗n by
τij =
3∑
k=1
1⊗· · ·⊗1⊗ek⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1⊗ek⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1,
where ek are inserted into the i-th and the j-
th positions. The KZ-equation is a differential
equation of W : Confn → V ⊗n
dW =
1
κ
ωW (5)
where κ is a complex parameter and ω =∑
i<j τijd log(zi − zj) is a differential one-form
on Confn. κ is related to q-parameter of Uq(sl2)
as q = e2pii/κ. We can make contact with the
WZW model by choosing κ = k + 2. Tak-
ing paths γ(t) = (z1(t), · · · , zn(t)) ∈ Confn for
t ∈ [0, 1] such that γ(0) = γ(1), we obtain the
braid group Bn ≃ pi1(Confn/Sn), where Sn is
the permutation group of n positions. Parallel
translation ofW (γ(t)) along γ(t) gives a generic
monodromy representation of Bn
ρKZ : Bn → End(V n). (6)
2d irreducible representations Ti = ρKZ(σi) of
the generators of Bn = 〈σ1, · · · , σn−1〉 naturally
generate the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hn(q) with
q = e2pii/κ. Take an n-tuple (V1, · · · , Vn) of
sl2(C) irreducible representations. A set of ma-
trices H = (H1, · · · , Hn) of the extended KZ-
equation, where Hi =
∑
j ρ(τij)d log(zi − zj)
4and ρ : V ⊗n → V1⊗· · ·⊗Vn, defines the Gaudin
model and differential equationsHΨ = EΨ (i =
1, · · · , n) gives a D-module [3].
Finally we see how our viewpoints are consis-
tent with several renowned works. It is possible
to construct Jones polynomials by the 2d irre-
ducible representation ρV2 : Uq(sl2)→ End(V2),
which is conjugate to ρKZ [47]. We write G =
SL2(C) and Gc = SU(2). Jones polynomi-
als can be obtained by Gc Chern-Simons ac-
tion k4piCS(A) [48]. An analogue of the KZ-
equation is obtained by G Chern-Simons action
S(A) = k+s8pi SC(A) + k−s8pi SC(A) [49], where
k ∈ Z and s is either real or pure complex. The
Euler-Lagrange equation of the action S(A) as-
serts that A is flat and thereby the moduli space
of flat SL2(C) connections is exactly the sym-
plectic manifold with a family of hyper Ka¨hler
structures. Tuning parameters of its complex
structures leads to the Langlands duality in the
context of Kapustin-Witten [7, 50]. Categorifix-
ation of the (Uq(sl2), V2) knot invariants (Jones
polynomials) is called the Khovanov homology
[51] and its Langlands duality is investigated
in [50, 52]. The FQHE σxy =
e2
h ν can be ex-
plained by the Chern-Simons theory with G or
Gc. The q-parameter of Uq(sl2) accommodates
ν as q = e2pii/ν and the Langlands duality of
Uq(sl2) implies flipping ν → 1/ν. The state-
ment below summaries our discussion above.
Claim 2. The FQHE duality (ν, ρKZ(Bn)) ↔
(1/ν, LρKZ(Bn)) is the Langlands duality of rep-
resentations of braid groups.
Discussion and Conclusion We have inves-
tigated the 2d QHE in terms of the Langlands
program, including a geometric case, integrable
systems and several algebras. The 2d IQHE
is a U(1) gauge theory and topological insula-
tors with general gauge groups exhibits similar
phenomena. The monopole or vortex like exci-
tations are ubiquitous phenomena and some of
them show intriguing properties. For example,
the BKT transition [53–55] involves many vor-
texes while phase transition. Moreover it will be
interesting to seek for some relations with a K-
theoretic classification of topological insulators
[29, 56]. Studies on topological matters would
endow the Langlads program with suggestions.
As our theory unfolds, the Langlands philos-
ophy becomes assimilated into industrial appli-
cations. First of all, braiding with anyon-like
excitation modes is a powerful tool for topolog-
ical quantum computation (TQC). There are
two approaches to TQC from condensed mat-
ter and quantum information. Non-Abelian
anyons of the FQHE are practical candidates
to realize the TQC theoretically [57, 58] and
experimentally [59–61]. Algorithmic braiding
(a CNOT-operation) around artificial defects
on surface codes is also significant [62]. Elec-
tric/magnetic duality is often referred to the
Hadamard operation, which is a quantum ver-
sion of the Fourier transformation. Once an
Hadamard gate acts on a surface code on a
graph, it is mapped to a surface code on the
dual graph. This is the same as the duality
of the 2d Ising model, which is realized by the
Fourier transformation of Boltzmann weights
assigned to vertexes [63, 64]. Indeed such du-
ality plays a fundamental role in the VDB cor-
respondence, which ensures universal computa-
tion using the 2d Ising model [65]. Adiabatic
quantum computation [66] or quantum anneal-
ing [67] could be such candidates. The duality
of the Ising model is an excellent example to
understand the Langlands duality, since a par-
tition function Z is an analogue of a number
theoretical L-function and it exhibits the exact
high/low temperature duality Z(K)
gN (K)
= Z(K
∗)
gN (K∗)
,
where K = J/T,K∗ = − 12 log(tanhK) and g
is a certain function. The number theoretical
Langlands correspondence asserts the equality
LH = LF between a Hecke LH -function and a
Frobenius LF -function, whose analogue is de-
fined for local systems in our case.
Duality is universally crucial in physics. As
we have discussed, electric/magnetic duality,
strong/weak duality, and high/low duality can
be explained by the Langlands duality. In this
sense, the Langlands program is a grand unified
theory of mathematics and physics.
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